TRAINING MANAGEMENT

Outsourced Training Management
Training is an investment in your organization’s future. In fact, it may be the only thing that keeps your
organization competitive. Finding—and retaining—capable, creative and agile talent can be difficult.
Organizations with strategically aligned development programs are finding that new employees see this
as a benefit and a positive reason to join their efforts.
Don’t let talent development be ignored or forgotten. When internal
training resources don’t exist or HR staff is stretched too thin,
Executive Forum can provide contract services to meet your talent
management needs. Working on-site or remotely, we assume the
responsibility for staffing and the creation and execution of an annual
development plan designed to meet your organization’s needs.
Even though development is crucial to long-term success and
sustainability, the ability to manage and implement effective
programs is often constrained by limited in-house resources. Our
Training Management option provides a flexible, scalable service you can count on to get the job done.
We can manage the entire training process or serve as an extension of your existing training resources.
Executive Forum has more than 30 years of experience in building training programs for public and private
organizations of all sizes. We understand the key to remaining competitive lies in juggling the needs of
today’s workforce with the strategic development required for the future.
Our job is to help you improve your development programs and achieve higher performance levels.
We design programs that yield significant improvements in workforce retention and satisfaction,
ensuring the money you spend on development delivers desired outcomes.
Get The Services You Need, When You Need Them
We make it easy for you to invest in your people. We’ll help you plan and manage your training offerings,
so you can support both your team and your bottom line. Our Training Management service delivers:
•
•
•
•

Programs aligned to core business objectives for faster bottom-line impact.
A team of resources that brings creative thinking and innovative development solutions used
in a vast array of businesses.
Scalable solutions that reduce overall training costs and produce solid business results.
Flexibility that ensures your current programs are integrated and aligned with your
organization’s development strategy.
Getting Started

Our Training Management service lets you select from a variety of development options in flexible
formats that will support your organization’s needs and fit your development calendar. An initial
meeting begins the process of identifying your objectives. We work with you to co-create solutions
and then provide an individual to work with you on-site and ensure effective implementation of the
program.
We take pride in helping our clients realize real behavioral change that underscores strategic
objectives and improves overall performance and sustainability. Contact us—we can help
define your organization’s development needs and address options for meeting them.
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